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ABSTRACT
Driven by the rapid hardware development of parallel CPU/GPU architectures, we have witnessed emerging relational query processing techniques and implementations on those parallel architectures. However, most of those implementations are not portable across different architectures, because they are usually developed from scratch and target at a specific architecture. This paper proposes a kernel-adapter based design (OmniDB), a portable yet efficient query processor on parallel CPU/GPU architectures. OmniDB attempts to develop an extensible query processing kernel (qKernel) based on an abstract model for parallel architectures, and to leverage an architecture-specific layer (adapter) to make qKernel be aware of the target architecture. The goal of OmniDB is to maximize the common functionality in qKernel so that the development and maintenance efforts for adapters are minimized across different architectures. In this demo, we demonstrate our initial efforts in implementing OmniDB, and present the preliminary results on the portability and efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION
We have witnessed the trend of heterogeneity in the development of parallel processor architectures. Hardware vendors have continued to offer different new multi-core/many-core processors. AMD and Intel offer multi-core CPUs, usually with fewer than eight cores. Sun Niagara and Cell processors have dozens of cores per chip. AMD and NVIDIA offer GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) that consist of dozens to hundreds of cores in a single chip. Traditionally, GPUs are usually connected with CPUs with PCI-e bus. Recently, coupled architectures (such as AMD APU (Accelerated Processing Units) and Sandy/Ivy bridge) integrate a CPU and a GPU into the same chip. How data management systems can fully leverage those architectures is still largely an open problem, and has attracted a lot of fruitful research efforts [1, 8]. Various architecture-aware query processors such as C-Store [16], GPUQP [9] and StagedDB [7] as well as query processing techniques (e.g., [2, 4, 12, 3, 11]) have been developed. However, most of those implementations are developed from scratch, and they are usually tuned, optimized, and can only run on some specific architectures. For example, GPUQP can run on NVIDIA GPUs but cannot run on AMD GPUs. This creates code bases with similarities and differences. As time goes by, more parallel CPU/GPU architectures appear and more code bases would be created. Ideally, a portable and efficient query processor should be developed on different architectures. That motivates us to investigate the portability and efficiency of query processing on parallel CPU/GPU architectures.

Let us first discuss the pitfalls of having many code bases of query processors on different parallel CPU/GPU architectures, mainly from software engineering’s perspective. One observation on architecture-aware query processors (e.g., [16, 9, 7]) is that some components can be shared among them, e.g., query parser. The other observation is that many of previous studies on architecture-aware techniques (e.g., [2, 4, 12, 3, 11]) have implicitly/explicitly made the assumption that they can be integrated into an existing query processor. Those observations lead to the necessity of developing and maintaining different code bases of query processors on different architectures. Even worse, those code bases may have common or similar components, and intersect with each other. As the hardware evolves, the code bases and their relationship need to evolve as well. According to the Laws of software evolution by Lehman [14, 15], the complexity of such software evolution is significantly increased. It requires a significant amount of work to maintain the software.

Portability is a must for reducing the development and maintenance cost. On the other hand, the efficiency of a query processor should be optimized according to the target architecture. To capture the best of both words, we propose a kernel-adapter based design (OmniDB), a portable yet efficient design for query processing on parallel CPU/GPU architectures. OmniDB attempts to develop an extensible query processing kernel (namely qKernel) based on an abstract model for parallel architectures, and to leverage a software layer (adapter) to make qKernel be aware of the target architecture.

It is an open problem on defining the boundary between qKernel and adapter so that software development and maintenance cost are minimized. Ideally, OmniDB should maximize the common functionality in qKernel to reduce the efforts on adapters. qKernel should be extensible to allow developers to plug architecture-specific parameters and
3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we give an overview of the design of OmniDB, followed by our initial implementation. The design goal of OmniDB includes two aspects: portability and efficiency. We aim at designing a portable query processor that requires a minimum amount of efforts in achieving architecture-awareness for efficiency.

3.1 Architectural Design of OmniDB

Abstract architecture model. We model a parallel CPU/GPU architecture with $N$ threaded-parallel processing elements (PPEs) $P_1, \ldots, P_N$. Each PPE has its own memory space, which can be overlapped or non-overlapped with other PPEs. The memory accesses are in blocks. For example, we can model the CPU and the GPU as individual PPEs. On the APU, the two PPEs can share the main memory, whereas the CPU and the GPU have their own memory in the classic CPU-GPU architecture.

Our abstract architecture model is general for parallel query processing. It is able to capture a machine with multiple CPUs and GPUs, in which a PPE can be a CPU or a GPU. Also, our model is similar to PRAM (Parallel Random-Access Machine). Differently, the PPEs of our model may or may not share the main memory, whereas those of PRAM do.

A kernel-adapter based approach. To balance the portability and efficiency of architecture-aware query processing, we propose a kernel-adapter based approach to develop OmniDB. OmniDB consists of a query processing kernel ($q$Kernel) and architecture-aware adapters.

Figure 2 illustrates the overall system design of OmniDB. Based on the abstract architecture model, $q$Kernel consists of an execution engine, a scheduler, a cost model and other components in a standard query processor (such as query optimizer). There are some parameters and configurations in those components that will be customized by the specific adapter. The execution engine includes the data-parallel implementations for query processing operators. A workload scheduler is developed to assign work units to individual PPEs. The work unit is defined to a certain amount of work assigned to an PPE in one scheduling decision. In practice, it can be evaluating a query, an operator or processing a number of tuples. An abstract cost model is developed for estimating the execution cost. We estimate the total cost of executing a work unit on a PPE to be the total time of memory accesses and instruction executions.

An adapter includes the software components, parameters and configurations that adapt $q$Kernel to the target architecture. It also instantiates the abstract architecture model to the target architecture specification (e.g., the cache size and the number of PPEs).

As discussed in Introduction, it is an open problem to define the boundary between $q$Kernel and adapters. It is our long-term goal to solve this problem. In the next sub-section, we present our initial efforts in implementing OmniDB.

3.2 Preliminary Implementation

As a start, we use OpenCL to implement OmniDB. OpenCL is a framework for writing programs that execute across heterogeneous platforms such as CPUs and GPUs.

Execution engine. Like GPUQP [9], we adopt a layered design for the execution engine of OmniDB. This layered
design has high flexibility in software development and maintenance. Particularly, the execution engine consists of four layers from bottom up, including storage, data-parallel primitives, access methods and relational operators. Figure 3 shows the layered design. Primitives are common operations on the data or indexes in the system. The engine also supports common access methods, including the table scan, the B+-tree and the hash index, as well as a set of common query operators. Our access methods and relational operators are developed based on primitives. The data parallelism of those operations fits well on the abstract architecture model.

As a start, we develop the execution engine based on the code of GPUQP [9]. Most of the algorithmic design of primitives, access methods and operators can be found in the previous paper [9]. Beyond that, we have made the following major efforts.

First, we have ported GPUQP from CUDA to OpenCL, which allows the code to run on both multi-core CPUs and GPUs. Additionally, we modified the implementations of primitives, access methods and operators so that they can be customized to different work unit sizes. Note, GPUQP adopts fixed and fine-grained work unit size to take advantage of massive parallelism of the GPU.

Second, we have integrated more recent architecture-aware techniques into the execution engine, for example, tree index [13], sort and hashing [12]. Thanks to the kernel-adapter based design, we implement those algorithms into one code base (qKernel), rather than multiple code bases. Third, we have implemented a new scheduling algorithm. GPUQP currently uses FIFO, which is suboptimal for CPU-GPU and APU architectures. The new scheduling algorithm considers multiple PPEs and the capabilities of PPEs.

**Scheduler.** The scheduling algorithm design has two major considerations. First, it balances the workload among different PPEs (i.e., avoiding the contention). Second, query processing performance may vary on different PPEs, and the scheduling algorithm prefers to choose the PPE that achieves the best performance.

Since calculating the optimal scheduling plan for a workload is an NP problem, we adopt an on-line greedy algorithm. Particularly, our scheduling algorithm chooses the suitable PPE as follows. First, we estimate the throughput of processing a work unit on each PPE. Note, the work unit size may vary on different PPEs, e.g., the CPU and the GPU may have different work unit sizes. In out settings, the work unit size varies among query-level, operator-level and OpenCL-kernel-level. Second, we obtain the current workload of each PPE (i.e., how much pending workload to finish). Third, we pick a PPE with the highest throughput for those PPEs whose current workload level is within a predefined threshold \( T_0 \) to the average workload among all PPEs. If that PPE cannot be found, we simply pick the one with the lowest workload. The on-line scheduling algorithm considers both hardware capability and current workload of each PPE. \( T_0 \) is a tuning parameter to adjust the two considerations mentioned above. In experiments, we choose \( T_0 = 20\% \) by default. On CPU-only or GPU-only architecture, the scheduling algorithm degrades to FIFO.

**Cost model.** In order to allow adapters to plug in architecture-aware cost estimations, the cost model offers two interfaces for adapters to instantiate for each primitive and operator. One interface is to count the number of memory blocks referenced by the PPE, and the other interface is to calculate the instruction execution time for the PPE. The later interface is simply an empty function, because the instruction cost is architecture dependent in OpenCL. The memory cost estimation is simply counting the number of memory blocks accessed in the query processing operation. By default, our cost model does not assume the existence of cache. We adopt very standard I/O model to estimate the cost [17].

**Adapters.** Our current implementation of adapters is simple, with the following major purposes. First, the adapter performs calibrations on the target architecture to obtain some important parameters. One important issue is whether the target architecture has a cache. If so, we need to measure the cache parameters such as cache line sizes and cache capacity. Second, the adapter performs architecture-aware tuning. On the CPU-only and the GPU-only architecture, work unit sizes are calibrated with the approach proposed in the previous studies [9, 3]. For CPU-GPU and APU architectures, we not only calibrate the suitable work unit sizes for both PPEs, but also calibrate the interconnect bandwidths among PPEs. Third, developer needs to override the interfaces defined in the cost model and the execution engine. Based on the cost functions, OmniDB can choose the most efficient primitives, access methods and operators for the target architecture.

**Put it all together.** We briefly present how OmniDB adapts to the four different architectures in the experiments.

**Homogeneous architectures.** We view the CPU-only or the GPU-only architecture as one PPE, because the data-parallel design of the execution engine can take advantage of the parallelism. Our scheduling algorithm degrades to FIFO. For the same query processing operations, the CPU mostly has a larger work unit size in numbers of tuples to process than the GPU, because of the more powerful CPU core design and larger cache.

**Heterogeneous architectures.** We view the CPU-GPU and
the APU architecture as two PPEs with different interconnect bandwidths, which equal the PCI-e bandwidth and the memory bandwidth, respectively. The throughput calculation in the scheduler takes that bandwidth information into account. Also, adapters may choose work unit definitions with different granularities: query-level, operator-level and OpenCL-kernel-level, where the scheduling decision is made per query, per operator and per OpenCL kernel, respectively. Query-level scheduling has the minimum data transfer between the CPU and the GPU, whereas OpenCL-kernel-level scheduling is the most fine-grained to exploit different capabilities of the CPU and the GPU.

There are other system components in our demo to help users understand the detailed performance behavior of OmniDB. We leverage vendor specific profiler from hardware vendors (e.g., Intel VTune, AMD CodeAnalyst Performance Analyzer and NVIDIA command line profiler).

4. DEMO PLAN

We briefly present the demo setup and objectives.

4.1 Demo Setup

We evaluate OmniDB on four target architectures, namely, CPU-only, GPU-only, (classic) CPU-GPU and AMD APU. We will use remote access during the demo. Due to space limitations, we present the detailed demo setup in the project site, http://code.google.com/p/omnidb-paralleldbonapu/.

4.2 Demonstration Objectives

Portability. Portability is an important feature of OmniDB. We demonstrate system internals of OmniDB in two ways. First, we will make a poster with more detailed descriptions on the system internals, and also add one example to show the workflow of evaluating a query. Second, we will make OmniDB open-sourced, and will briefly go through our code base to the audience.

Efficiency. We shall demonstrate the efficiency of OmniDB in three aspects.

First, we shall evaluate the effectiveness of adapters on different architectures. As an example, we show the performance impact of different work unit sizes on homogeneous architectures: CPU-only and GPU-only. Overall, a suitable work unit size improves the query processing performance. Take hash joins as an example. The hash join with the suitable work unit size is up to 28%, 24% and 27% faster than that of other work unit sizes on the Intel CPU, AMD GPU and NVIDIA GPU, respectively.

Second, we assess the impact of the scheduling algorithm with different work unit definitions on heterogeneous architectures. The baseline scheduling algorithm is FIFO. Our scheduling algorithm achieves a higher throughput than the baseline algorithm, with the improvement of 8–33% and 4–19% on the CPU-GPU and the APU architectures, respectively. Among different work unit definitions on the specific architecture, OpenCL-kernel-level is the most efficient for APU, and query/operator level is the most efficient on the CPU-GPU architecture. This is mainly due to the different interconnects between the CPU and the GPU in those two architectures. A GUI is used to dynamically visualize the workloads in different PPEs.

Third, we demonstrate the profiler result. For example, from NVIDIA GPU profiler, we show partitioning reduces the L2 cache misses of hash joins by 20% on the NVIDIA GPU, in comparison with simple hash joins.

5. SUMMARY

OmniDB demonstrates that portability and efficiency of query processing on different parallel CPU/GPU architectures can be elegantly supported with a kernel-adapter approach. As the heterogeneity of parallel architectures, we believe that a portable and efficient query processor becomes more and more desirable. This demonstration presents our initial efforts in designing and implementing OmniDB. More work should be done along the direction. First, we plan to evaluate our system on other architectures such as Intel Xeon Phi. Second, we plan to evaluate OmniDB in comparison with existing architecture-aware query processors like GPUQP and StagedDB.
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